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Voltage-gated ion channels play fundamental roles in excitable cells, such as 
neurons, where they enable electric signaling. Normally, this signaling is well 
controlled, but brain damage, alterations in the ionic composition of the extracellular 
solution, or dysfunctional ion channels can increase the electrical excitability thereby 
causing epilepsy. Voltage-gated ion channels are obvious targets for antiepileptic 
drugs, and, as a rule of thumb, excitability is dampened either by closing voltage-
gated sodium channels (Nav channels) or by opening voltage-gated potassium 
channels (Kv channels). For example, several classical antiepileptic drugs block the 
ion-conducting pore of Nav channels. Despite the large number of existing 
antiepileptic drugs, one third of the patients with epilepsy suffer from intractable or 
pharmacoresistant seizures.  
 
Our research group has earlier described how different polyunsaturated fatty acids 
(PUFAs) open a Kv channel by binding close to the voltage sensor and, from this 
position, electrostatically facilitate the movement of the voltage-sensor, thereby 
opening the channel. However, PUFAs affect a wide range of ion channels, making it 
difficult to use them as pharmaceutical drugs; it would be desirable to find small-
molecule compounds with an electrostatic, PUFA-like mechanism of action. The aim 
of the research leading to this thesis was to find, characterize, and refine drug 
candidates capable of electrostatically opening a Kv channel.  
 
The majority of the experiments were performed on the cloned Shaker Kv channel, 
expressed in oocytes from the frog Xenopus laevis, and the channel activity was 
explored with the two-electrode voltage-clamp technique. By systematically mutating 
the extracellular end of the channel’s voltage sensor, we constructed a highly PUFA-
sensitive channel, called the 3R channel. Such a channel is a useful tool in the search 
for electrostatic Kv-channel openers. We found that resin acids, naturally occurring 
in tree resins, act as electrostatic Shaker Kv channel openers. To explore the 
structure-activity relationship in detail, we synthesized 120 derivatives, whereof 
several were potent Shaker Kv channel openers. We mapped a common resin acid-
binding site to a pocket formed by the voltage sensor, the channel’s third 

transmembrane segment, and the lipid membrane, a principally new binding site for 
small-molecule compounds. Further experiments showed that there are specific 
interactions between the compounds and the channel, suggesting promises for 
further drug development. Several of the most potent Shaker Kv channel openers also 
dampened the excitability in dorsal-root-ganglion neurons from mice, elucidating the 
pharmacological potency of these compounds. In conclusion, we have found that 
resin-acid derivatives are robust Kv-channel openers and potential drug candidates 
against diseases caused by hyperexcitability, such as epilepsy. 
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Vi drivs av elektricitet och varje tanke, varje hjärtslag och varje kroppsrörelse styrs av 
blixtsnabba elektriska impulser. Impulserna beror på att jonkanaler i cellernas 
membran öppnar sig och släpper igenom elektriskt laddade joner.  
  
I normala fall är den här elektriska signaleringen väldigt kontrollerad men 
exempelvis skador i hjärnan kan medföra att den elektriska retbarheten ökar, vilket 
innebär att de elektriska impulserna skickas för lätt. Om det sker på ett synkroniserat 
sätt i alltför många nervceller kan ett epileptiskt anfall utlösas. Jonkanalerna är 
självklara mål för läkemedel som har till uppgift att minska den elektriska 
retbarheten, exempelvis vid epilepsi. Rent generellt så kan retbarheten antingen 
minskas genom att spänningsreglerade natriumkanaler (Nav-kanaler) stängs eller att 
spänningsreglerade kaliumkanaler (Kv-kanaler) öppnas och den klassiska 
mekanismen för dagens läkemedel är att stänga Nav-kanaler. Trots att det finns ett 
stort antal läkemedel mot epilepsi så blir omkring 30% av patienterna med epilepsi 
inte anfallsfria av dagens läkemedel. Dessutom orsakar de inte sällan biverkningar 
såsom yrsel och trötthet. Målet med min forskning var att hitta och karaktärisera nya 
läkemedelskandidater som reglerar retbarheten genom att öppna Kv-kanaler via en 
ny farmakologisk mekanism. Innan jag beskriver hur det går till skall jag förklara hur 
de spänningskänsliga jonkanalerna får en elektrisk signal, en aktionspotential, att 
fortplantas längs en nervcell. 
 
Normalt är insidan av en nervcell negativt laddad jämfört med utsidan. Vanligtvis är 
membranpotentialen omkring −70 mV när cellen är i vila. Koncentrationen av 
natriumjoner är högre på utsidan än på insidan av cellen och för kaliumjoner gäller 
det motsatta. För att öppna både Nav- och Kv-kanalerna krävs det att 
membranpotentialen blir något mindre negativ än vilopotentialen, exempelvis 
genom inflöde av natriumjoner genom en närliggande kanal. Då tröskelvärdet för en 
aktionspotential uppnås, öppnas Nav-kanaler och natriumjoner strömmar in i cellen 
och förändrar membranpotentialen i positiv riktning. Med lite fördröjning öppnas 
även Kv-kanaler och kaliumjoner som strömmar ut ur cellen och återställer 
membranpotentialen vilket avslutar aktionspotentialen. De natriumjoner som 
passerade in sprider sig längs insidan av membranet och aktiverar närliggande Nav-
kanaler vilket leder till en ny aktionspotential och på detta sätt sprider sig 
aktionspotentialen längs nervcellen. När signalen har nått nervcellens slut orsakar 
aktionspotentialen en frisättning av signalsubstanser som kemiskt aktiverar nästa 
nervcell där signalen återigen fortleds tack vare de spänningsreglerade jonkanalerna. 
Dessa jonkanaler är fascinerande proteiner med en mycket viktig funktion.  
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Som ett alternativ till att blockera Nav-kanalerna, vilket för en stor del av 
epilepsipatienterna inte fungerar och dessutom orsakar allvarliga biverkningar, vill vi 
finjustera Kv-kanalernas spänningsberoende dvs. hur lätt de öppnar och hur länge de 
är öppna. 
 
Vår forskargrupp har tidigare kartlagt hur olika fleromättade fettsyror öppnar Kv-
kanaler via denna mekanism och då vi vet att substansen dels måste ha en fettlöslig 
(lipofil) del och dels ha en negativ laddning har vi kallat den för den lipoelektriska 
mekanismen. Att utveckla fleromättade fettsyror till läkemedel mot exempelvis 
epilepsi skulle vara svårt då fleromättade fettsyror påverkar ett stort antal olika 
jonkanaler via flera bindningsställen. Vi ville hitta småmolekyler som öppnar Kv-
kanaler på samma sätt som fleromättade fettsyror men med en mer specifik bindning 
till jonkanalen för att kunna utveckla selektivitet mot särskilda jonkanaler.  
 
Nästan alla experiment som ligger till grund för min avhandling har gjorts på den 
klonade Shaker Kv-kanalen, som normalt finns i nervsystemet hos Drosophila 

melanogaster, bananflugor. Om jonkanalen är defekt i bananflugorna så skakar 
deras ben, framförallt då flugorna är nedsövda, och därav namnet Shaker. Att testa 
molekyler som man vill utveckla till läkemedel för människa på en kanal som finns i 
bananfluga kan tyckas märkligt, men faktum är att jonkanalerna är mycket väl 
konserverade mellan arter och i vårt nervsystem finns det jonkanaler som är mycket 
lika Shaker Kv-kanalen. Dessutom är Shaker Kv-kanalen studerad på detaljnivå av vår 
och många andra forskargrupper världen över och därmed har vi kunskap om 
jonkanalen som har varit väldigt värdefull i min avhandling. Vi injicerar små 
mängder av klonat mRNA (mallen) för kanalen in i ägg från Xenopus laevis, den 
afrikanska klogrodan (grodan sövs och äggen tas ut genom en operation). Grodägget 
kommer att skapa miljontals kopior av jonkanalen som inkorporeras i äggets 
membran och vi kan mäta och modifiera jonkanalsaktiviteten med den 
elektrofysiologiska metoden tvåelektrods voltage-clamp.  
 
Mitt första mål var att skapa en Shaker Kv-kanal med ökad känslighet för 
fleromättade fettsyror då en sådan kanal skulle fungera som ett robust verktyg i vårt 
sökande efter nya kaliumkanalsöppnare. Genom att införa två mutationer i den del 
av kanalen som känner av och reagerar på spänning, spänningssensorn, tillverkade vi 
en mycket fettsyra-känslig kanal som vi kallade för 3R-kanalen (eller superkanalen). 
Vi fann att naturligt förekommande hartssyror, som återfinns i kåda från barrträd, 
exempelvis den svenska tallen, öppnar Shaker Kv-kanalen. Utöver fem naturligt 
förekommande hartssyror syntetiserade vi även 120 hartssyraderivat med små 
molekylära förändringar.  
 
Molekylerna syntetiserades av kemister vid Linköpings Universitet, och vi fann 
tydliga kopplingar mellan molekylernas struktur och med vilken effekt de öppnade 
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kaliumkanalen. Vi kunde också visa att dessa molekyler öppnar Shaker Kv-kanalen 
via samma mekanism som fleromättade fettsyror.  
 
Genom att kombinera omfattande mutationsstudier av jonkanalen med vår kunskap 
om de 125 hartssyrorna kunde vi med hjälp av datorsimuleringar kartlägga var på 
kanalen som hartssyrorna binder. Vi fann att de binder till en ficka som formas 
mellan spänningssensorn och cellmembranet, nära bindningsstället för de 
fleromättade fettsyrorna. För hartssyrorna kunde vi identifiera tydliga kemiska 
bindningar mellan substansen och jonkanalen vilket är lovande för fortsatt 
läkemedelsutveckling av dem. 
 
Vi testade även om molekylerna kunde reglera retbarheten i dorsalrotsganglieneuron 
(isolerade nervceller) från mus och de som var potenta kaliumkanalsöppnare 
dämpade även retbarheten i nervcellerna. Mycket jobb kvarstår men vi har med 
arbetet i min avhandling identifierat hartssyrorna som läkemedelskandidater mot 
sjukdomar som beror av ökad retbarhet, såsom epilepsi.      
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Electrically excitable cells are needed for us to function, to be able to think and to 
make our hearts beat (Hille 2001). The presence of electricity in animals was first 
described in the second half of the 18th century by Luigi Galvani who observed 
bioelectricity in dissected frogs (Galvani 1791). Emil du Bois-Reymond reported that 
the bioelectricity in nerves and muscle fibers generated an electrical action current 
(later called action potential) (Du Bois-Reymond 1849), later proposed to be evoked 
by a change in ion permeability of the membrane (Bernstein 1902). The importance 
of ions for the electric activity of excitable cells was already known (Ringer 1882), 
and Hodgkin and Katz showed that it was the change in the permeability of the 
membrane to sodium ions that generated the action potential (Hodgkin and Katz 
1949). The classical studies of Hodgkin and Huxley on the squid giant axon identified 
sodium (Na), potassium (K), and leak currents as main players affecting the action 
potential (Hodgkin and Huxley 1952a, Hodgkin and Huxley 1952b, Hodgkin and 
Huxley 1952c, Hodgkin and Huxley 1952d, Hodgkin et al. 1952). In the 1960s and 
1970s the voltage-gated Na and K channels that generate these currents were 
identified as separate units with water-filled pores (Tasaki and Hagiwar 1957, 
Narahashi et al. 1964, Armstrong and Binstock 1965). Investigations of the voltage-
sensing mechanisms have progressed rapidly since then, with the cloning of voltage-
gated sodium (Nav), potassium (Kv), and calcium (Cav) channels in the 1980s (Noda 
et al. 1984, Noda et al. 1986, Tanabe et al. 1987, Tempel et al. 1987) and the first X-
ray crystal structure of a correctly folded Kv channel in 2005 (Long et al. 2005a, Long 
et al. 2005b).  
 
This thesis concerns pharmacological regulation of a Kv channel. I have studied a 
mechanism of action that tunes the channel’s voltage sensitivity, and thereby 
regulates the activity of Kv channels. Compounds acting by this mechanism can 
potentially be developed into drugs that protect against epileptic seizures, cardiac 
arrhythmia, and pain. My focus has been to find, characterize, and refine small-
molecule compounds that act by this mechanism. Before discussing my experimental 
work, I will briefly describe voltage-gated ion channels, why they are important, and 
how their activity can be modified.  
 

 
A voltage-gated ion channel (VGIC) is a transmembrane protein activated by changes 
in the electrical membrane potential. The membrane potential alters the 
conformation of the ion channel, regulating its opening and closing. VGICs have a 
crucial role in excitable cells, such as neuronal and muscle cells.  
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The VGICs allow a rapid and coordinated depolarization (membrane potential shifts 
from negative to more positive) in response to membrane potential alterations, 
enabling a controlled propagation of an electrical signal, the action potential. I will 
now describe how the action potential propagates through a neuron. 
 
When the threshold for the action potential firing is reached, Nav channels open and 
cause a rapid influx of Na+, depolarizing the membrane potential. Then, Kv channels 
open and the efflux of K+ repolarizes the membrane potential back to the resting 
membrane potential. VGICs are expressed along the neuron, and the depolarization 
activates adjacent channels. Thus, the action potential propagates via Nav and Kv 
channels along the axon from the soma to the axon terminal, a region enriched in Cav 
channels. Upon depolarization, Cav channels open and the influx of calcium will 
cause a release of neurotransmitters to the synaptic cleft, the narrow space between 
two neurons. The neurotransmitters bind to dendritic receptors on the post-synaptic 
neuron and the signal can propagate. In general, this electrical signaling is very well 
controlled, and an action potential is not fired if the incoming signal is not powerful 
enough. However, several diseases such as epilepsy are caused by dysfunctional 
signaling (Ashcroft 2000), further described in the following chapter. 
 

 
A large number of pathophysiological conditions like epilepsy, cardiac arrhythmia, 
and chronic pain and are caused by disturbed excitability making the ion channels an 
obvious target for pharmacological drugs (Ashcroft 2000). In fact, ion channel drugs 
constitute the second largest group among approved drugs and about 13% of today’s 

drugs target different ion channels (Overington et al. 2006). Unfortunately, many 
patients do not satisfactorily respond to available drugs. For instance, one third of 
patients with epilepsy suffer from intractable or pharmacoresistant seizures (Lefevre 
and Aronson 2000, Sillanpaa and Schmidt 2006, Schuele and Luders 2008, Brodie 
et al. 2012, Loscher et al. 2013) and many anti-epileptic drugs are associated with 
serious adverse effects (Sankar and Holmes 2004, Loring et al. 2007).  
 
Consequently, there is a large need for new drugs to reduce symptoms such as 
epileptic seizures. The general aim throughout my projects has been to investigate if 
we can find small-molecule compounds acting by the lipoelectric mechanism, a 
mechanism different from the mechanism used in the drugs of today to reduce 
electrical excitability. Compounds acting by the lipoelectric mechanism tune the 
voltage sensitivity of a channel and thereby regulate the activity of the channel. 
Hopefully, these compounds can be developed into medical drugs against epilepsy, 
cardiac arrhythmia, and pain. In the last section of this introduction (1.6), I describe 
the lipoelectric mechanism.  
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First I will describe the molecular structure and function of voltage-gated ion 
channels, and then the molecular principle of some existing toxins and drugs 
affecting voltage-gated channels.     
 

 
A VGIC consists of a pore-forming unit surrounded by four voltage-sensor domains 
(VSDs; (Long et al. 2007)) (Figure 1A). A selectivity filter in the center of the pore 
determines what ions can pass through the pore (Figure 1A) (Hille 1972). In general, 
a VGIC consists of four domains or subunits, each having six transmembrane helices 
(S1-S6) (Figure 1B). The pore is composed of the four S5-S6 helices. The Nav consist 
of four linked subunits, the four domains (I-IV) (Noda et al. 1984). Each VSD is 
composed of four transmembrane helices (S1-S4), where S4 contains several 
regularly spaced positively charged amino acids residues (Figure 1C), so-called gating 
charges (first identified as positively charged gating particles) (Armstrong and 
Bezanilla 1973, Keynes and Rojas 1974). Cav channels have a similar structure. 
Contrary to Nav and Cav channels, Kv channels are composed of tetramers that each 
resemble one domain of Nav or Cav channels. Other families of ion channels, like the 
calcium-activated potassium channels, KCa channels, also have this Kv-resembling 
architecture (Frank et al. 2005). The molecular relationships between different 
VGICs were reviewed by Catterall and coworkers in 2005 (Frank et al. 2005).    

 
Figure 1. The structure of the Shaker Kv channel. A: Four VSD domains (S1-S4) surround a pore domain (S5-
S6), selectivity filter in red, B: Cartoon of S1-S6, selectivity filter in red, gating charges in blue, C: A VSD (S1-S4) 
with gating charges in blue, R1 and R2 are the most extracellular gating charges. VSD is seen from the outside 
of the cell.  

 
In my research, the vast majority of recordings have been done on the Shaker Kv 
channel that belongs to the family of so called Kv1-type channels. The Shaker Kv 
channel is natively expressed in the nervous system of Drosophila melanogaster and 
is named after the hyperexcitable phenotype of flies with nonfunctional channel. The 
Shaker Kv channel was the first Kv channel to be cloned (Papazian et al. 1987, Tempel 
et al. 1987, Pongs et al. 1988) and is one of the most studied channels.  
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The structure of the Shaker Kv channel is relatively well-known thanks to the large 
amount of experimental work. In 2005, the structure of the Kv1.2 channel (also 
belongs to the family of Kv1-type channels) was described using X-ray 
crystallography in a number of papers (Long et al. 2005a, Long et al. 2005b). In 
2007, also a crystal structure of a Kv1.2/2.1 chimera was described (Long et al. 2007). 
Thanks to the large similarity between this chimeric channel and the Shaker Kv 
channel, a homology model of the Shaker Kv channel was built by replacing the side 
chains of the chimera with the side chains of Shaker (Henrion et al. 2012) . All 
structures in this thesis are based on this Shaker model. 
 

 

A VGIC can occupy three major types of states: closed, open, and inactivated. The 
unmodified Shaker Kv channel is classified as an A-type channel: a fast activation is 
followed by a fast inactivation that terminates the conduction (Hille 2001). The 
voltage sensor detects and responds to 
changes in membrane potential. Upon 
depolarization, the voltage sensor moves 
through the membrane, resulting in 
subsequent structural rearrangements of 
the ion channel, opening the gate and to 
let ions pass through the pore (Figure 2). 
I will now describe the voltage sensor 
and a voltage-sensor cycle for the Shaker 
Kv channel.  
 

 

The VSD and in particular S4 is crucial for voltage sensing. Already Hodgkin and 
Huxley predicted that activation of a VGIC must involve movement of charged 
particles (Hodgkin and Huxley 1952d). In 1973-74, recordings of small asymmetrical 
capacitive currents, named the gating currents, generated by the movement of these 
charged particles were published (Armstrong and Bezanilla 1973, Keynes and Rojas 
1974). These moving particles were identified as the gating charges (Armstrong and 
Bezanilla 1974).  
 
The gating-charge distribution of the Shaker Kv channel follows a well conserved 
pattern with a positively charged amino acid at every third position in 
transmembrane helix S4 (starting at residue 362: R1, R2, R3, R4, K5, and R6, see 
figure 1C), as expected for an α-helical secondary structure with conserved 
interactions with negatively charged residues in S1-S3 during gating (Jan and Jan 
1990, Keynes and Elinder 1999, Börjesson and Elinder 2008) (Catterall 1986, Guy 

Figure 2. A schematic illustration of the outward 
movement of S4 induced by positive voltages (the 
selectivity filter in red) 
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and Seetharamulu 1986). In the following chapter, I describe the importance of these 
conserved interactions during gating. 
 

 
The mechanism of voltage sensing and the movement of the voltage sensor have been 
the focus of intense research for more than half a century, actually since the work of 
Hodgkin and Huxley on the squid giant axon (Hodgkin and Huxley 1952d). Two 
different models of voltage-sensor movement were (and still are, to some extent) 
debated; the helical screw-sliding helix model (Catterall 1986, Guy and Seetharamulu 
1986, Keynes and Elinder 1998, Lecar et al. 2003, Yu et al. 2005, Grabe et al. 2007, 
Tombola et al. 2007) and the voltage-sensor paddle model (Jiang et al. 2003a, Long 
et al. 2005a, Long et al. 2005b, Long et al. 2007). In the paddle model, S4 is 
described as moving together with S3b, the extracellular half of S3 (Jiang et al. 
2003b). Today, the sliding helix has emerged as the consensus model (Vargas et al. 
2012).    
 
During activation, defined as the upward movement of S4, the helix stepwise rotates 
and translates upward through the membrane, aided by salt bridges between the 
gating charges and negatively charged residues in S1-S3 (Papazian et al. 1995, Keynes 
and Elinder 1998, Long et al. 2007, DeCaen et al. 2008, DeCaen et al. 2009). The 
work by Henrion and colleagues resulted in detailed information about five states of 
the transition (O, and C1 to C4, however the physiological relevance of C4 is 
doubtful) (Figure 3), and they suggested that S4 
slides at least 12 Å along its axis to open the 
channel (Henrion et al. 2012). Our knowledge 
about how the opening of Kv channels occurs 
has been essential in my projects to understand 
how our investigated compounds affect the 
properties of the Shaker Kv channel.   
   

 
To allow the conductance of ions, the internal S6 gate, and the gates from both fast 

and slow inactivation (see 1.4.4) all need to be 
open. The S6 gate is formed by an inverted 
teepee-like arrangement of the S6 helices 
(Pathak et al. 2005), (Figure 4). The S4 
movement controls the conformation of the S6 
gate by pulling the S4-S5 linker. However, the 
mechanistic details for how this 
electromechanical coupling that cause channel 
opening remain not fully understood (Blunck 
and Batulan 2012).  

Figure 3. State diagram for a voltage-sensor 
cycle. C1-C4: closed states, O: open state 

 
Figure 4. A side-view of the Shaker Kv 

channel, selectivity filter in red. 
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By introducing three point mutations in the Shaker Kv structure (generating the 
Shaker ILT channel), the bulk of gating charge movement becomes energetically 
separated from channel opening, which is why the steps occur at different voltages. 
Thereby, it is possible to study the gating charge movement and the 
electromechanical coupling that opens the S6 gate separately (Webster et al. 2004). 
The opening has a week voltage dependence, most probably due to a final movement 
of S4 (Pathak et al. 2005). The Shaker ILT channel has been used in one set of 
experiments (Paper III).   
 

 
Following activation, the unmodified Shaker Kv channel rapidly (within milliseconds) 
inactivates by the ball-and-chain mechanism (Armstrong and Bezanilla 1977). This 
occurs by the occlusion of the ion-conducting pore by an inactivation particle made 
of the initial 20 amino acids in the N-terminals of the four subunits (Hoshi et al. 
1990). The first 11 amino acids are hydrophobic or uncharged and forms a “ball”, 

attached to the channel by a “chain” formed by the nine following amino acids (Hoshi 
et al. 1990). By deleting amino acid 6-46 of the Shaker channel, this fast inactivation 
is abolished (Hoshi et al. 1990) and throughout my projects, we have used this 
modified channel. This ∆6-46 Shaker Kv channel is referred to as the Shaker WT 
channel.  
 
The Shaker Kv channel can also inactivate by the much slower (within seconds) C-
type inactivation (Hoshi et al. 1991, Larsson and Elinder 2000, Kurata and Fedida 
2006). In contrast to the ball-and-chain mechanism, this inactivation is caused by a 
rearrangement of the selectivity filter (Starkus et al. 1997). The mechanisms behind 
the C-type inactivation are not fully understood but involve signal transfer between 
the voltage sensor and the pore domain (Olcese et al. 1997). In addition, our group 
recently showed that movements in the VSD can affect the pore domain and that the 
coupling between the voltage sensor and the pore is reciprocal (Conti et al. 2016).    
 

 
As depolarization activates a VGIC, repolarization deactivates a VGIC. During 
deactivation, from an activated or inactivated state, S4 moves back towards the 
inside of the cell. As during activation, the energy required for this movement is 
decreased by interactions with acidic residues in S1-S3. The downward movement of 
S4 causes a relaxation of the S4-S5 linker, which in turn causes closure of the S6 gate. 
The kinetics and voltage-dependence for deactivation can differ from activation due 
to hysteresis (reviewed in (Villalba-Galea 2016). For example, long depolarization of 
the Shaker Kv channel will dramatically decrease the deactivation rate (Lacroix et al. 
2011, Labro et al. 2012).  
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In addition to voltage, the activity of VGIC can be modulated by a diversity of 
molecules and atoms. Actually, VGICs are often dependent on phospholipids (for 
example PIP2) as cofactors for their physiological function (Suh and Hille 2008). In 
this chapter, I will describe some modulators, both endogenous (metal ions and 
PUFAs) and exogenous (pharmaceutical drugs and toxins). 
 

 
As mentioned in the beginning of the Introduction, metal ions have important 
functions in life (Ringer 1883), and at least 10 metal ions have been classified as 
essential (reviewed in Elinder and Arhem 2003). Metal ions can affect VGIC by 
different mechanisms, for instance by directly modifying the channel (blocking or 
binding to the surface) or indirectly by screening fixed surface charges (Hille et al. 
1975, Elinder and Arhem 2003). Group 2 metal ions like Mg2+ seem to affect Kv 
channels mainly by the charge-screening mechanism (Elinder and Arhem 2003): 
when the extracellular concentration of Mg2+ is increased, the negative surface 
charges are screened and the local electrical potential experienced by the voltage 
sensor is changed. This results in a shift of voltage dependence of activation (a G(V) 
shift) towards more positive voltages. Metal ions have been a valuable tool to 
understand how polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) modulate the voltage-sensing 
of a Kv channel (Börjesson et al. 2008), knowledge that is a part of the basis of my 
PhD projects.  
 

 
Classical pharmacological drugs block the Nav channels 
The Nav channels are classical targets for a variety of pharmacological drugs (Hille 
2001) like lidocaine (Figure 5), a local anesthetic. Lidocaine was invented by the 
chemists Nils Löfgren and Bengt Lundqvist at Stockholm 
Högskola (later Stockholm University), Sweden, in the 
1940s (Löfgren 1948). Lidocaine acts as a Nav-channel 
blocker and was also used as an antiarrhythmic drug 
(Southworth 1950, Harrison et al. 1963), and lately also 
as an antiepileptic drug (AED) in status epilepticus 
(Kobayashi et al. 1999, Mori et al. 2004, Zeiler et al. 
2015).   
 
Several AEDs like carbamazepine, lamotrigine and phenytoin target the pores of Nav 
channels and stabilize the inactivated channel conformation (Hille 1977a, Hille 
1977b, Ragsdale et al. 1996, Rogawski and Loscher 2004).  
 
 

Figure 5. Molecular structure of  
the Nav channel blocker 
lidocaine 
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The basis for this mechanism is described by the so called modulated receptor 
hypothesis implying that the blockers have different affinities to different functional 
states of the channel (closed state: lowest affinity, open state: medium affinity, 
inactivated state: highest affinity) (Hille 1977a, Hondeghem and Katzung 1977).  
 
Kv channels as new targets for antiepileptic drugs 
As discussed in the beginning of this Introduction, there is a great demand for new 
AEDs to help patients suffering from pharmacoresistant or intractable epilepsy 
and/or adverse effects (Sankar and Holmes 2004, Loring et al. 2007). In addition to 
the classical pharmacological approach to blocking Nav channels, the excitatory 
currents can also be reduced by activation of Kv channels. Lately, the search for new 
antiepileptic drugs has focused on Kv channel modulators. 
 
In 2011, the European Medicine Agency and the 
United States Food and Drug Administration 
approved Retigabine (Figure 6) as the first anti-
epileptic drug that acts via activation of Kv 
channels (Rundfeldt 1997). Retigabine targets 
the pore domain of the Kv7.2-5 channels (Wuttke 
et al. 2005). Various combinations of the Kv7.2-5 
subunits (primarily 7.2/3) form the channel 
conducting the M-current that regulates spike 
frequency adaptation and repetitive firing (Main et al. 2000, Yue and Yaari 2004, 
Barrese et al. 2010). Retigabine activates the channel by a G(V) shift to more negative 
voltages (Wuttke et al. 2005). The compound has a low selectivity between the Kv7.2-
5 subunits, causing secondary effects (Brickel et al. 2012). Due to multiple case 
reports of long-term toxicity, Retigabine’s clinical application became restricted to 
patients suffering from pharmacoresistance (Garin Shkolnik et al. 2014, Clark et al. 
2015). In 2016, GlaxoSmithKline declared that the production will be discontinued 
after June 2017 and the product will no longer be commercially available 
(GlaxoSmithKline 2016). Several research groups are searching for retigabine 
analogues and other small-molecule compounds with a high selectivity to the Kv7.2/3 
channel to reduce the risk of adverse effects (Wickenden et al. 2008, Peretz et al. 
2010, Hu et al. 2013, Yue et al. 2016, Wang et al. 2017). 
 

 
Voltage-gated ion channels are specific targets for a number of toxins produced by 
plants and animals to defend themselves or to paralyze a prey (Swartz 2007). Toxins 
have been a useful tool for studying ion channel structure and function, an example 
was a scorpion toxin, agitoxin, used to show that Kv channels are tetramers 
(MacKinnon 1991).  
 

Figure 6. Molecular structure of the Kv 
channel opener Retigabine 
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Toxins act by different mechanisms of action and the effect of toxins is probably most 
well studied on Nav channels. For the Nav channels, there seem to be six main sites 
(site-1 to 6) of interaction for neurotoxins (Catterall 1980, Catterall et al. 2007)). 
From these sites, the toxins act by three general mechanisms of actions: pore block 
from the extracellular side (site-1), allosteric modification of a variety of channel 
properties (ex. single-channel conductance, and gating) by binding to a site close to 
the gate (site-2 and 5), and voltage-sensor trapping by binding to the extracellular 
S3-S4 linker (site-3, 4, and 6) (Börjesson and Elinder 2008). Tetrodotoxin (TTX) and 
saxitoxin (STX) are classical examples of Nav channel blockers (site-1). 
Charybdotoxin (a scorpion venom) has been described as a corresponding K channel 
(the BK channel) pore blocker (Miller et al. 1985). Site-2, and 5 seem to be unique for 
the Nav channels (Börjesson and Elinder 2008). 
  
There are voltage-sensor trapping toxins targeting Nav, Kv, or Cav channels (Swartz 
2007). For example, α-Scorpion toxins, Sea Anemone toxins, and the tarantula toxin 
JZTX-I binds to the S3-S4 loop in domain IV of Nav channels and prevents the 
upward movement of domain IV-S4 that inactivate the channel (Rogers et al. 1996, 
Xiao et al. 2005). Hanatoxin, a tarantula-toxin, inhibits the Kv2.1 channel (Swartz 
and MacKinnon 1995) and the binding site was mapped to the four VSDs (Swartz and 
MacKinnon 1997). Today, a growing number of related tarantula toxins  have been 
shown to inhibit activation of Kv channels (reviewed in (Swartz 2007)). Intriguingly, 
Hanatoxin also acts as an opener of the Shaker Kv channel, acting at the 
corresponding site as in Kv2.1 channels (Milescu et al. 2013).  
 
These toxins elucidate the VSD as an interesting target for ion channel modification. 
 

 
Naturally occurring PUFAs (Figure 7) have important physiological functions, and 
they act on most ion channels (Boland and Drzewiecki 2008, Börjesson and Elinder 
2008, Elinder and Liin 2017). The beneficial effects of PUFAs on cardiac arrhythmia 
and epilepsy were described more than 30 years ago (McLennan et al. 1985, Hock et 
al. 1990, Billman et al. 1994, Xiao and Li 1999, Spector 
2001). PUFAs potency to regulate neuronal excitability 
has been suggested to origin from their ability to close 
sodium- and calcium channels (Vreugdenhil et al. 1996, 
Tigerholm et al. 2012) in addition to open potassium 
channels (Börjesson and Elinder 2008, Börjesson et al. 
2008, Xu et al. 2008, Börjesson et al. 2010, Börjesson and 
Elinder 2011, Liin et al. 2016, Elinder and Liin 2017).  
 
In an extensive review by Elinder and Liin (Elinder and Liin 2017), some effects of 
fatty acids on ion channels appear to be channel specific, whereas three seem to be 

Figure 7. Molecular structure 
of the PUFA docosahexaenoic 
acid 
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more general: (I) PUFAs alter the maximal conductance, (II) PUFAs alters the 
kinetics, and (III) PUFAs shift the G(V) and/or inactivation in negative direction 
along the voltage axis. The G(V) shift will open the channel, and the shift of 
inactivation will close the channel. For Nav and Cav channels, the G(V) shifting 
effects by PUFAs seem larger on inactivation than activation, which is why PUFAs 
generally inhibit these channels. In contrast, Kv channels are normally activated by 
PUFAs.  
 
In the review by Elinder and Liin (Elinder and Liin 2017), five VGIC binding sites 
were suggested, where one is between the extracellular leaflet of the lipid bilayer and 
S4 (Börjesson and Elinder 2011, Yazdi et al. 2016). Our research group has 
characterized the effects of PUFAs binding to this site at the Shaker Kv channel 
(Börjesson et al. 2008, Xu et al. 2008, Börjesson et al. 2010, Börjesson and Elinder 
2011, Tigerholm et al. 2012, Ottosson et al. 2014 (Paper I), Yazdi et al. 2016) and 
lately also at the Kv7 channels (Liin et al. 2015, Liin et al. 2016). When bound, PUFAs 
modify the voltage-dependence of activation, and because both the lipophilicity and 
electrostatic forces are central for the effect, we have called this the lipoelectric 
mechanism (Börjesson et al. 2008). In the next chapter, I describe this mechanism of 
action. 
 

 

 
The starting point of our investigation of the modulatory effects of PUFAs was the 
result of contact with child neurologists at Astrid Lindgren Children’s hospital 

treating children with severe intractable epilepsy with a fat-rich ketogenic diet (Xu et 
al. 2008). The ketogenic diet was early suggested to mimic the seizure-suppressing 
effects of ketosis, a condition caused by starvation where the source of energy is 
shifted from glucose to fatty acids (Wilder 1921). The ketogenic diet results in 
increased PUFA concentrations in blood serum (Fraser et al. 2003) and brain (Taha 
et al. 2005). At micromolar concentrations, these PUFAs shifted the G(V)-curve in 
the negative direction along the voltage axis, thereby opening the channel (Xu et al. 
2008).   
 

 
A PUFA is a carboxylic acid with an aliphatic tail with at least two double bonds. The 
aliphatic tail makes the PUFAs partly lipophilic (Börjesson et al. 2008). The carboxyl 
group makes the PUFA partly hydrophilic, and at physiological pH 50% of the PUFAs 
are negatively charged when bound to the Shaker Kv channel (Börjesson et al. 2008).  
The carboxyl group is required to open the channel – the uncharged methylester, 
lacking the carboxyl group, fails to open the channel (Börjesson et al. 2008). A 
positively charged PUFA analogue (an arachidonylamine) actually shifts the G(V) in 
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the opposite direction and thereby close the Shaker Kv channel (Börjesson et al. 
2010). PUFAs induce a larger shift at more basic pH (Börjesson et al. 2008) and 
mutations that alter the surface charge of the channel also affect the size of the shift 
(Börjesson and Elinder 2011). The PUFAs were suggested to bind to a hydrophobic 
environment and electrostatically tune the G(V) by what we called the lipoelectric 
hypothesis (Börjesson et al. 2008).  
 
The molecular details for the interaction between PUFA and the Shaker Kv channel 
were further investigated and the lipoelectric hypothesis developed into the 
lipoelectric mechanism. PUFAs open the Shaker Kv channel by electrostatically 
tuning the voltage-dependence of the final voltage-sensor movement that is closely 
linked to channel opening (see Introduction 1.4.3) (Börjesson and Elinder 2011). In 
2011, a site of action was suggested (Börjesson and Elinder 2011) that later was 
validated and refined by molecular dynamics (Yazdi et al. 2016).  
 

 
Can the lipoelectric mechanism cause the anti-excitable properties of PUFAs? If so, 
small-molecule compounds acting by the lipoelectric mechanism, with higher 
selectivity to selected ion channels compared to PUFAs (Elinder and Liin 2017), are 
potential drug candidates. To gain further understanding, the experimentally 
observed PUFA-induced changes of ion channel activity were evaluated by computer 
modelling (Tigerholm et al. 2012). Could the PUFAs affect the neuronal excitability 
of a pyramidal neuron in hippocampal area CA1, and in particular the response to 
synaptic input of high synchronicity? Pathological models of cellular excitability 
associated with epilepsy were used, and by modifying the voltage-dependence of 
activation of A-type Kv channels, the voltage-dependence of Nav-channels steady-
state inactivation, or by hyperpolarizing the cell membrane, hyperexcitability and 
repetitive firing was prevented in the model. When these three modifications 
occurred simultaneously, a lower concentration of PUFAs were needed to prevent 
hyperexcitability (Tigerholm et al. 2012). This computer modelling suggested that 
the lipoelectric mechanism can cause the anti-excitable properties of PUFAs, and the 
most powerful protection against hyperexcitability was accomplished by 
simultaneously targeting several types of ion channels .  
 
Consequently, small-molecule compounds, either acting on a selected ion channel, or 
on a well-defined population of ion channels via the lipoelectric mechanism, are 
potential AED candidates. In my projects, we have been looking for such compounds, 
improved them, characterized their mechanism of action, and also searched for the 
site of action on the Shaker Kv channel. In the following chapter, my general and 
specific aims are presented.  
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The general aim of the research leading to this thesis was to find and characterize 
small-molecule compounds that open a Kv channel. The compounds should regulate 
the channel’s voltage dependence by the lipoelectric mechanism, a powerful 

pharmacological mechanism of action, making them suitable as drug candidates for 
treatment of conditions with disturbed excitability.  
 
The specific aims were to: 
 

1. Explore the importance of charges in the top of S4 and to construct a channel 
supersensitive to PUFAs (Paper I) 
 

2. Identify and improve small-molecule compounds that act via the lipoelectric 
mechanism (Paper I-III) 
 

3. Map the binding site for small-molecule compounds from aim 2 on the Shaker 
Kv channel (Paper III) 
 

4. Evaluate the pharmacological potency of the small-molecule compounds from 
aim 2 to reduce neuronal electrical excitability (Paper II) 
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In this Methodology section, I primarily focus on the electrophysiological recordings 
and analysis of ion channels expressed in oocytes from the African clawed frog, 
Xenopus laevis. For information about the other methods used in Papers II and III, 
please see the method section of the papers.  
 

 
Throughout the research for this thesis, experiments were performed on the Shaker 
H4 channel (Kamb et al. 1987), made incapable of fast inactivation by the ∆(6–46) 
deletion (Hoshi et al. 1990). This channel is here called the Shaker WT channel. In 
Paper I-III, point-mutated Shaker channels were used to study the effect of 
modifications on the ion-channel structure. The mutagenesis was done as follows: A 
pair of mismatched primers were designed to introduce the desired mutation into the 
Shaker channel DNA present in a plasmid (Bluescript II KS(+), QuikChange Site-
Directed Mutagenesis kit (Agilent Technologies)). The parental DNA was degraded 
after the PCR. The PCR product was transfected into competent bacteria. The 
bacteria were plated and one colony was selected. After further growth (in broth), 
plasmids were purified and DNA was sequenced to verify the presence of the desired 
mutation. DNA was linearized (HindIII) and purified prior to transcription (T7 
mMessage mMachine kit (Ambion, Austin, TX)) to cRNA.    
 

 
African clawed frogs (Xenopus laevis) were anesthetized with 1.4 g/L ethyl 3-
aminobenzoate methanesulfonate salt (tricaine). After an incision through the 
abdomen a batch of oocytes was removed. Clusters of oocytes were separated by 
incubation for ~1.5 h in a Ca-free O-R2 solution (in mM: 82.5 NaCl, 2 KCl, 5 HEPES, 
and 1 MgCl2; pH adjusted to 7.4 by NaOH) containing Liberase Blendzyme. The 
oocytes were then incubated at 8 °C in a modified Barth’s solution (MBS; in mM: 88 

NaCl, 1 KCl, 2.4 NaHCO3, 15 HEPES, 0.33 Ca(NO3)2, 0.41 CaCl2, and 0.82 MgSO4; 
pH adjusted to 7.6 by NaOH) supplemented with sodium pyruvate (2.5 mM) for 2–

24 hours before injection. 50 nl of cRNA (50 pg) were injected into each oocyte using 
a Nanoject injector (Drummond Scientific, Broomall, PA). Injected oocytes were kept 
at 8 °C in MBS until one day before electrophysiological recordings, after which they 
were incubated at 16 °C. All chemicals were supplied from Sigma-Aldrich 
(Stockholm, Sweden) unless stated otherwise. 
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Currents were measured with the two-electrode voltage-clamp (TEVC) technique 
(GeneClamp 500B amplifier, Digidata 1440A digitizer, and pClamp 10 software; 
Molecular Devices) 1–6 d after injection of RNA. The amplifier’s leak and capacitance 

compensation were used, and currents were low-pass filtered at 5 kHz. All 
experiments were performed at room temperature (20–23°C). Two glass 
microelectrodes were inserted into the oocyte using micromanipulators. The 
microelectrodes were pulled from borosilicate glass, filled with 3 M KCl and had a 
resistance of 0.5–2 MΩ.  
 

 
The control solution contained (mM): 88 NaCl, 1 KCl, 15 HEPES, 0.4 CaCl2, and 0.8 
MgCl2. pH was adjusted to 7.4 with NaOH, yielding a final sodium concentration of 
about 100 mM. All chemicals in Papers I-III were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, if 
not stated otherwise. Control solution was added to the oocyte bath using a gravity 
driven perfusion system. Compound solution was added to the bath manually with a 
syringe to avoid binding to the perfusion system (the added volume was several times 
larger than the bath solution volume).  
 

 
All channels were closed when the membrane potential was clamped to −80 mV and 

this voltage was set as the holding potential. Currents were evoked from the holding 
potential of −80 mV by 80 ms (Paper I) or 100 ms long (Paper II and III), 5 mV 
steps ranging from −80 up to +50 mV (WT) or +70 mV (3R) with two exceptions:  
 

1) The L361R/R362Q mutant opens at more negative voltages than WT: the 
holding potential was set to −120 mV, and steady-state currents were achieved 
by stepping to voltages between −100 and +50 mV in 5 mV increments. 

 
2) The ILT mutant opens with slower kinetics and at more positive voltages than 

WT: the voltage was set to −80 mV and steady-state currents were achieved by 
stepping between −80 and +160 mV for 300 ms in 10 mV increments.  

 
The activation pulse was followed by a pulse to −20 mV (adjusted for some of the 

mutants) for 20 ms to analyze closing kinetics. For selected mutants, closing kinetics 
were further studied by opening the channels (a pulse to +70 mV for the Shaker 3R 
channel and +50 mV for the Shaker WT channel) for 150-300 ms followed by 
stepping the voltage in 5 mV steps ranging from +70 (3R) or +50 (WT) to −100 mV. 
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OFF gating currents of the 434-ILT mutant were measured by first stepping to −120 

mV for 100 ms, then to prepulse voltages between −120 mV and +10 mV in 5 mV 
increments, and finally to −100 mV for 200 ms. Capacitance compensation for the 

gating current measurements was carried out from a holding potential of 0 mV. 
 

 
cis-4,7,10,13,16,19 docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich 
Sweden AB (Stockholm, Sweden). Pure DHA was dissolved in 99.5% ethanol to a 
concentration of 100 mM and stored at −20°C until usage.  
 
Arachidonyl amine (AA+) was provided by T. Parkkari (University of Eastern 
Finland, Kuopio, Finland). For synthesis and handling information, see (Börjesson et 
al. 2010). For AA+ measurements, cells were preincubated in 1 μM indomethacin, 

and all recording solutions were supplemented with 1 μM indomethacin to prevent 
COX-induced metabolization of AA+ (Börjesson et al. 2008, Börjesson et al. 2010).  
 
In Paper I, the effective DHA, AA+, and PiMA concentrations were assumed to be 
70% of the nominal concentration because of binding to the chamber walls 
(Börjesson et al. 2008). All concentrations given in Paper I are the effective 
concentrations. To improve the washout of DHA and PiMA, albumin-supplemented 
(100 mg/liter) control solution was added manually to the bath, followed by 
continuous wash by control solution. For low concentrations of DHA, the recovery 
was almost complete, but for higher concentrations less complete. For 70 μM DHA, 

the recovery ranged from 40 to 85% for the different mutants. 
 
In Papers II and III, the given concentrations are the added concentrations and 
albumin was not used to improve washout of compounds.  
 
Pimaric acid (PiMA) and isopimaric acid (Iso-PiMA) were purchased from Alomone 
Labs, abietic acid (AA), and podocarpic acid (PoCA) were obtained from Sigma-
Aldrich, and dehydroabietic acid (DHAA) was obtained from BOC Sciences. These 
naturally occurring resin acids were of purities higher than 95% (except AA that was 
of technical grade, purified before using). PiMA was treated as DHA (however, the 
stock concentration of PiMA was 50 mM). Other naturally occurring resin acids and 
resin-acid derivatives were initially dissolved to 100 mM in DMSO and stored at −20 

°C. 
 
Resin-acid derivatives were synthesized by Xiongyu Wu, Katinka Ruda, Stefan 
Svensson, and Peter Konradsson at Linköping University. The synthesis procedures 
are described in Papers II and III.  
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The electrophysiological data were processed and analyzed by Clampfit 10.5 
(Molecular Devices, LLC.) and GraphPad Prism 5 (GraphPad Software, inc). 
 

 
The conductance, G(V), was calculated according to a modified Ohm’s law: 
 

G(V) = I / (V ‒ Vrev),    (Eq. 1) 
 
where I is the average current from the steady-state phase at the end of each pulse 
(100 ms or 200 ms after onset of pulse), V is the absolute membrane potential, and 
Vrev is the reversal potential for K+, (set to ‒80 mV).  
 
These data were fitted to the Boltzmann equation 
 

G(V) = A / (1 + exp((V½ - V)/s))n,  (Eq. 2) 
 
where A is the amplitude of the curve, V is the absolute membrane potential, V½ is 
the midpoint potential (when n = 1), s is the slope and n is an exponent set to 4 
(Börjesson et al. 2008) .  
 
The most striking effect of the DHAA derivatives and analogues investigated in 
Paper II and III, was seen as negative shifts of the G(V) along the voltage axis. If 
there is no alteration in slope or amplitude, as sometimes reported for 
polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) (Xu et al. 2008), the shift can be measured at 
any level of the G(V) curve, always giving the same results. However, for some 
compounds and mutated channels the effect cannot be described by a simple shift of 
the G(V) curve along the voltage axis; there is a combination of an amplitude 
increase and a shift of the G(V) curve (Ottosson et al. 2014, Ottosson et al. 2015). The 
shift of the G(V) curve can either be determined by (i) calculating the difference 
between V½ in control solution and V½ in test solution, or by (ii) determining the 
shift at the foot of the curve without a normalization of the curve (Börjesson et al. 
2008). Because our focus has been to find, explore, and design compounds altering 
excitability, the shift of the foot of the G(V) curve is most important (Börjesson et al. 
2008) and therefore we have measured the G(V) shift at the 10% level of the 
maximum conductance in control solution (Börjesson et al. 2008). However, the 
shift is surprisingly insensitive to the method used to determine the shift.  
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The “error”, depending on what we mean by correct estimation, at the 10% level 

compared to the alteration in V½ can be derived from Eq. 2: 
 

ΔVerror = s (ln((10(Acmpd/Acntrl))1/n ‒1) ‒ ln(101/n ‒1)) (Eq. 3) 
 
Acmpd/Acntrl is relative effect on Gmax by the compound. If s = 6 mV and the amplitude 
is less than doubled (Acmpd/Acntrl = 2) the error is less than 2.2 mV. Because the 
amplitude increment in our recordings almost always is smaller, the error is 
negligible, and thus we used the 10%-level to determine the shift. 
 

 
Q(V) was analyzed by integrating the OFF-gating current before and after compound 
application. The gating charge was normalized (relative to current at ‒30 mV) and 
plotted against the prepulse voltage. 
 

 
The weighted time constant τ for opening and closing (when recorded for longer than 
20 ms) was calculated from a fitted double exponential function 
 
 f(t) = (A1 * e^(-t / τ1)) + (A2 * e^(-t / τ2)) + C, (Eq. 4) 
 
where t is the time, A1 and A2 are amplitudes, τ1 and τ2 are time constants, and C a 
constant. The function was fitted to each current sweep (Clampfit 10.5, Levenberg-
Marquardt search method (Precision: 10-6) with maximum 5000 iterations). The 
weighted τ value was calculated as described by  
 
 τweighted = ((A1 * τ1) + (A2 * τ2)) / (A1 + A2)  (Eq. 5) 
 
The error was calculated according to propagation of error. The time constant τ for 
closing (20 ms) was calculated from a fitted single-exponential function 
 
 f(t) = (A1 * e^(-t / τ1)) + C.  (Eq. 6) 
 
The function was fitted to each tail current sweep (Clampfit 10.5, Levenberg-
Marquardt search method (Precision 10-6 with maximum 5000 iterations). 
 

 
Marvin was used for drawing, and characterizing calculations of chemical structures, 
Marvin 16.12.9, 2016, ChemAxon (http://www.chemaxon.com).   
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pKa values (for the acids) were calculated using Calculation Plugin, Marvin 16.12.9, 
2016, ChemAxon. Mode: macro; Acid/base prefix: dynamic; Min basic pKa: ‒5; Max 
acidic pKa: 12; Temperature (K): 298; Correction library: used.  
 
logP values were used as a measure of lipophilicity, and values were calculated using 
Calculation Plugin, Marvin 16.12.9, 2016, ChemAxon. Method: Consensus; 
Electrolyte concentrations: 0.1 mol/dm3, values were calculated for the compounds 
as uncharged. A low logP value indicates a low lipophilicity.     
 

 
Molecular docking and molecular dynamics were performed by Samira Yazdi and 
Erik Lindahl at Stockholm University, Sweden.  
 
For the docking, an open-state model of the Shaker WT channel was built from the 
KV1.2/2.1 chimera (PDB 2R9R) and relaxed in a pure POPC bilayer with parameters 
and setup as previously described (Yazdi et al. 2016). The most potent compound, 
Wu122, was used for the docking study. A single subunit was used for docking, 
removing water, ions and lipids present in the simulation. Asp, Glu, Arg, and Lys 
residues had protonation states corresponding to pH 7, while His residues were 
neutral with protonation determined by the local hydrogen bonding network.  
 
Wu122 was docked to three distinct putative binding sites at different vertical 
positions along the S3-S4 cleft. The three top-ranked docked poses based on their 
predicted energy scores were selected for evaluation using molecular dynamics. For 
detailed information about docking methodology, see Paper III.  
 
To investigate a preferred binding mode and define the binding pocket, the docked 
poses of Wu122 were subjected to molecular dynamics simulations of the full shaker 
tetramer in the POPC bilayer (Yazdi et al. 2016). To enhance sampling of preferred 
channel-ligand poses, each Wu122 pose was copied to all subunits of the channel. 
This resulted in three different systems, with each system containing a tetrameric 
shaker channel and four Wu122 molecules in different positions along the vertical 
axis of the S3-S4 cavity, surrounded with 430 POPC lipids. The systems were first 
equilibrated in two steps (with restraints, 100 ns long each). Finally, all restraints 
were removed and the systems were simulated for 200 ns. For detailed information 
about dynamic simulations methodology, see Paper III.  
 

 
When comparing two compound-induced shifts a two-tailed unpaired t-test was 
used. When comparing compound-induced shifts with control one-way ANOVA 
together with Dunnett’s multiple comparison test was used.  
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When comparing groups, one-way ANOVA together with Bonferroni’s multiple 

comparison tests was used. Correlation analysis was done by Pearson’s correlation 

test and linear regression. P < 0.05 is considered significant for all tests. Average 
values are expressed as mean ± SEM.  
 
In Papers I-III, the parametric one-way ANOVA and t-tests have been used and 
these tests depend on the assumption that the data are sampled from a Gaussian 
distribution. There are several tests (for example the D'Agostino & Pearson omnibus 
normality test) to test if the data are consistent with a Gaussian distribution. These 
tests require at least eight or more recordings and all data sets (n = 5) with eight or 
more recordings pass the D'Agostino & Pearson omnibus normality test (P > 0.05) 
 
We have set n ≥ 4 as a lower limit for the number of recordings and we also expect 
these to follow a Gaussian distribution. Thus, parametric and not non-parametric 
tests have been used throughout the projects.  
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As I noted in the Introduction, (1.5.4), PUFAs have beneficial effects on cardiac 
arrhythmia and epilepsy, and their ability to modify VGICs has been suggested as an 
important cause of these effects. PUFAs modify VGIC by the lipoelectric mechanism, 
but their biological promiscuity makes it complicated to transform them into 
pharmaceutical drugs (Elinder and Liin 2017). The general aim of the research 
leading to this thesis was to find and characterize small-molecule compounds 
opening a Kv channel by the lipoelectric mechanism. We constructed an ion channel 
with increased G(V) shifting effects by PUFAs and this channel was a powerful tool in 
our search and characterization of such small-molecule compounds. In this chapter, I 
will describe and discuss our findings. I have organized this chapter after the aims, 
one section per aim. 
 

 

We have known since the start of my research that introduction of charges in the 
VSD can change the G(V) shifting effects by the PUFA docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) 
(Börjesson and Elinder 2011). In my first project, we systematically explored the 
effect of charged residues in the top of S4 (residues 356-362) of the Shaker Kv 
channel. All residues in the WT channel, except 357 and 362, had a relatively short 
hydrophobic side chain. 357 is also relatively short, but a hydroxyl group makes it 
polar. 362 is the uppermost gating charge (an arginine called R1) of the Shaker Kv 
channel voltage sensor. 
 

 
We mutated one residue at a time to arginine, and as background we used R362Q, a 
channel without charges in this part of the channel (Paper I). Compared with R362Q, 
the G(V)-shifting effect of DHA was altered as follows: an arginine at 359 or 360 
increased the absolute shift, an arginine at 356, 358, or 362 did not affect the shift, 
and an arginine at 357 or 361 abolished the shift (Paper I). The charge modification 
also altered the voltage-dependence of activation (V50) and there was a correlation 
between V50 and DHA-induced G(V) shifts (Figure 8A), suggesting that, at least to 
some extent, they are caused by the same mechanisms.  
 
If the introduced arginines do not modify the binding of DHA, but electrostatically 
modify the G(V) shifting effects by DHA, an alteration of the charge distribution in 
the top of S4 should affect the G(V) shifting effects by DHA in a systematic way. The 
specific pattern of the DHA-induced G(V) shifts supports an electrostatic 
modification (Figure 2E in Paper I): an arginine in a position rotating away from a 
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tentative DHA-binding site (i.e. 357 and 361) counteracts the opening effect of DHA, 
and an arginine rotating towards the site (i.e. 359 and 360) promotes the opening 
effect of DHA (Figure 3F in Paper I).  
 
However, the correlation between V50 and G(V) shift could also occur due to a 
change in local pH or due to a mutation-induced change of energy barrier between 
the states (open and closed). The latter would be reflected in a correlation between 
the slopes of the fitted Boltzmann curves and the induced G(V) shift (DHA should 
have large G(V) shifting effects on a channel with a low slope value). Despite slopes 
in the range from 5.5 (WT) to 15.2 (L358R/R362Q) there was no such correlation 
(Figure 8B).  

The electrostatic mechanism described above was supported by glutamate mutants. 
A glutamate in position 359, reduced the DHA-induced G(V) shift compared with the 
electroneutral S4 top (Figure 3 in Paper I). When we replaced DHA with a positively 
charged DHA-analogue (AA+), a glutamate in position 359 promoted opening 
(Figure S3 in Paper I). In conclusion, our data suggested that the voltage sensor S4 
rotates in the last step to open the channel and that DHA electrostatically affects this 
rotation (Figure 3F in Paper I).  
 

 
Since one of our aims was to construct a Shaker Kv channel with increased G(V) 
shifting effect of DHA, we simultaneously introduced several (two to four) arginines 
in the top of S4 (Figure 4 and 5 in Paper I). According to the results from the single-
charge mutants, a charge at 359 or 360 was the most beneficial for a large G(V) 
shifting effect by DHA (Figure 8, and Figure 2D in Paper I). Interestingly, when we 
combined a charge at these two residues (A359R/I360R/R362Q), the DHA effect of 
the channel was almost abolished (Figure 4 in Paper I). When several arginines are 
combined, the effects are not additive.  

Figure 8. G(V) shift induced by 100 μM DHA at pH 7.4 vs V50 (A) and slope of fitted Boltzmann (B). The 
symbols denote mean ± SEM, color coded according to difference to control (R362Q, white) grey: no 
difference, blue: smaller shift, red: larger shift. Black lines denote linear regression, grey shadowed area 
denote the 95% confidence interval. 
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The Shaker Kv channel mutant with the most beneficial combination of arginines 
with respect to the DHA-induced G(V) shift has arginines in positions 356, 359, and 
362 (M356R/A359R/R362R) (Figure 5 in Paper I). Throughout my thesis work, we 
have called this channel the 3R channel, since all three charges are required to 
maximize the G(V) shifting effect of DHA (Paper I). 356, 359, and 362 are 
distributed along S4 to elongate the one-arginine-in-every-third position of S4 
(R362, R365, R368, R371, K374, and R377).  
 
For the 3R channel, the effect of DHA was also largely potentiated at pH 9 compared 
with the Shaker WT and R362Q channels ((Börjesson et al. 2008) and Figure 6A-C in 
Paper I) indicating that the increased G(V) shifting effect of DHA not is caused by 
change in local pH.  
 
My first aim was to investigate the importance of charges in the top of S4 for the 
lipoelectric mechanism, and to construct a channel with increased G(V) shifting 
effects by DHA compared to the Shaker WT channel. In summary a positive charge 
moving away from the suggested binding site counteracts the opening effect of DHA. 
Contrarily, a positive charge moving towards the suggested binding site promotes the 
opening effect of DHA. By combining positive charges at positions 356, 359, and 362, 
we designed the Shaker 3R channel, supersensitive to the G(V) shifting effect by 
DHA. This channel served as an important tool in our search and characterization of 
other compounds acting by the lipoelectric mechanism. 
 

 

DHA and other PUFAs have promising anti-excitable effects on the Shaker Kv 
channel (Börjesson et al. 2008, Xu et al. 2008, Börjesson et al. 2010, Börjesson and 
Elinder 2011, Tigerholm et al. 2012) and in other biological systems (Elinder and Liin 
2017) but their biological promiscuity undermines them as candidates for drug 
development. Therefore, we searched for small-molecule compounds having the 
same G(V) shifting effect as PUFAs on the Shaker Kv channel. 
 

 
One of the compounds tested was pimaric acid, PiMA (Figure 9), 
an amphipathic naturally occurring tree-resin acid. When applied 
to the Shaker WT channel, 100 μM PiMA at pH 7.4 induced a 
G(V) shift of −4.6 mV (Paper I). As for DHA, the shift was 
increased when tested on the Shaker 3R channel (−10.4 mV) and 

increased further at basic pH (−8.4 mV and −27.9 mV for the 
Shaker WT and 3R channels respectively, Figure 7 in Paper I). 

Figure 9. Molecular 
structure of Pimaric acid. 
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These results indicated that PiMA acted by the lipoelectric mechanism and could 
possibly act as a novel scaffold for Shaker Kv channel openers.  
 
Like DHA, PiMA has a carboxyl group in one end, and the calculated pKa value is 
almost identical to that of DHA (table S1 in Paper III). Instead of the acyl chain as a 
lipophilic part, PiMA has a three-ring structure with three methyl- and one vinyl 
group.  
  
Naturally, resin acids are essential components of tree resins and the proportion of 
resin acids differs among conifers but is generally as high as 20-50%. The trees use 
resins as a defense and the concentration is known to increase in infected trees, 
probably since it is toxic both to beetles and fungi (Beath 1912, Norin and Winell 
1971, San Feliciano et al. 1993, Gonzalez 2015).     
 

 
The resin acids aroused our curiosity and we continued to investigate four additional 
naturally occurring resin acids: podocarpic acid (PoCA), iso-pimaric acid (Iso-PiMA), 
abietic acid (AA), and dehydroabietic acid (DHAA) (Figure 10, and Figure 1 in Paper 
II). Like PiMA, Iso-PiMA, and DHAA induced a G(V) shift when applied to the 
Shaker WT channel (100 μM at pH 7.4), and the G(V) shifts were increased by a 
factor of 3-4 on the Shaker 3R channel. AA did not induce a G(V) shift on the Shaker 
WT but on the Shaker 3R channel, PoCA did not induce a shift on the Shaker WT nor 
on the Shaker 3R channel (Figure 1 in Paper II). We synthesized several PoCA 
derivatives (Table S1 in Paper III) and the hydroxyl group at C12 makes PoCA an 
inefficient Shaker Kv channel opener (Figure S1 in Paper II). 

 
Figure 10. Left: Basic skeleton of resin acids. A, B, and C refers to the rings; C7, and  
C11-C14 refers to the carbon atom. Molecular structures of podocarpic acid (PoCA,  
middle) and dehydroabietic acid (DHAA, right). 

 
Our hypothesis was that the lipophilic three-ring structure of the resin acid is 
incorporated into the membrane close to the voltage sensor and that the carboxyl 
group from this position electrostatically modifies the gating. Thereby, we predict 
that both the acidity and lipophilicity of the compounds are crucial for the effect.   
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PiMA, Iso-PiMA, and DHAA fulfilled our basic qualifications as a potential 
candidate: they all induced a shift on the Shaker WT and were more efficient on the 
Shaker 3R channel (Figure 1 in Paper I). We selected DHAA as our main candidate 
and 100 derivatives have been synthesized and characterized.    
 
DHAA has a benzene as C-ring (like PoCA), and an isopropyl attached to C13 (Figure 
10). The isopropyl shifts the logP value (see details in Methodology section, 3.5.4) 
from 4.5 to 5.75. Actually, DHAA had the highest logP value of the tested naturally 
occurring resin acids (Table S1 in Paper III). On the contrary, the calculated pKa 
values (see details in Methodology section, 3.5.4) did not differ much between the 
tested naturally occurring resin acids (Table S1 in Paper III). The importance of 
these chemical properties is further discussed in the next sections. 
 

 

In the attempt to increase the G(V) shifting effect of DHAA, we introduced side 
chains at C7 (Figure 10A and Figure 2 in Paper II). Some of the side chains made the 
compound more acidic (reduced pKa value, Figure 11A), a property expected to 
increase the G(V) shifting effect. A small, hydrophilic side chain, as a carbonyl 
(Wu35), or an oxime (Wu31) made the compounds more acidic but reduced the G(V) 
shifting effect. Likewise, a long and bulky propylbenzene oxime (K10) also reduced 
the G(V)-shifting effect but did not alter the pKa value. There was no linear relation 
between the G(V) shifting effect and the pKa value (Figure 11A). An allyloxime at C7 
gave us a compound with increased efficacy (K8).  

 
Side chains may also alter the lipophilicity of the compounds. For the allyloxime, the 
polarity of the oxime is counterbalanced by the nonpolarity of the allyl, making K8 as 

 Figure 11. Chemical properties of DHAA-derivatives with a side chain at C7. Compound-induced G(V) shift (100 
µM at pH 7.4 on the Shaker 3R channel) vs pKa (A) and logP (B). The symbols denote mean ± SEM, color coded 
according to difference to control for G(V) shift (R362Q, white) grey: no difference, blue: smaller shift, red: 
larger shift. Black lines denote linear regression, grey shadowed area denote the 95% confidence interval. 
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lipophilic as DHAA (Figure 11B). There was no linear relation between the G(V) 
shifting effect and the logP values (Figure 11B), but the compounds inducing the 
largest G(V) shifts all have a logP around six. These derivatives indicate that a side 
chain at C7 is important, either by making distinct molecular interactions, or by 
changing the molecular properties (lipophilicity or acidity), or by a combination of 
them.  
 

 

In the attempt to increase the G(V) shifting effect of DHAA, we also introduced 
halogens (fluorine (F), chlorine (Cl), bromine (Br), and iodine (I)) into the C-ring. 
Chlorines were introduced at C11, C12, and C14, at one, two or three positions 
simultaneously (Figure 3 in Paper II). F, Br, and I were introduced at C12 and C14, 
one at a time (Figure 3 in Paper II). Several derivatives reduced the G(V) shifting 
effect compared with DHAA, in particular 11-Cl (Wu100), and 11,12,14-triCl (Wu45). 
Halogenation (F, Cl, Br, and I) of C12 had only minor effects, fluorination of C14 
reduced the effect while all other halogens at C14 increased the effect. Bromination of 
C14 (Wu26) created the most potent opener among these (Figure 3 in Paper II).    
 
We also synthesized DHAA-derivatives without the isopropyl at C13. When we 
replaced this isopropyl with a chlorine, in combination with further chlorination of 
C12, and C14 (Wu50), we found one of the most potent derivatives among all tested 
(Figure 4, and 5 in Paper II).    
 
As for the side chains at C7, the halogen can introduce new noncovalent interactions 
(halogen bonds) with the surrounding (protein or lipid bilayer). The halogens can 
also change the chemical properties (acidity and lipophilicity) of the compound. 
Despite the large distance between the carboxyl group and the C-ring, a halogen in 
the C-ring will decrease the calculated pKa of the carboxyl group (Figure 12A).  
 
Halogenation will actually increase the lipophilicity by a fascinating mechanism that 
I here will summarize. As electrophiles, halogens cause a polarization of the negative 
charges in the carbon-halogen bond. The smaller the halogen is, the more polarized 
the bond will become (the smaller the higher electronegativity). When a halogen is 
introduced into a benzene ring, the six conjugated electrons from the pi-cloud will 
therefore redistribute to also partly cover the halogen bond. For the larger halogens, 
a lone electron pair feeds into the delocalized π-cloud and, to some extent, offsets the 
polarization of the bond.  The consequence of these electron redistributions is a less 
polar molecule, and the bigger the halogen is, the less polar it will become. This is 
reflected in higher lipophilicity in halogenated compounds, and if several halogens 
are introduced, the effect becomes additive (Figure 12B) (Clugston and Flemming 
2000, Cavallo et al. 2016).  
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Figure 12. The effects of halogenation of the DHAA C-ring on the acidity (A), and lipophilicity (B). 
 

 

Halogenation of the C-ring had an impact on the opening efficacy, and so also did 
specific side chains at C7. What if we combined these types of modifications? We 
tested many combinations of C7 side chains and C-ring halogenation and the 
derivatives’ opening efficacy followed a clear pattern (with some exceptions). The 

most effective openers had a methyl- or allyloxime at C7 and a halogen at C12 (Figure 
3 in Paper II). We identified Wu32 (C7-methyloxime, 12-Br DHAA) as the most 
efficient opener. Interestingly, a few compounds did not follow the pattern: when a 
metyloxime was combined with a chlorination of C11 (Wu105), the compound 
became an efficient opener.  
 
Also, an iodine at C12 in combination with a polar oxime (Wu86), or an iodine at C14 
in combination with a carbonyl (ketone) at C7 (Wu68) were surprisingly efficient 
openers (Figure 3 in Paper II). Obviously, the effects of side chains at C7 and 
halogenation of the C-ring are not additive (Figure S2 in Paper II). As both the side 
chains at C7, and halogenation of the C-ring affects acidity and lipophilicity, the 
chemical properties differed substantially among the derivatives. There was no linear 
relation between the induced shift and acidity (Figure 13A), nor between the shift 
and lipophilicity (Figure 13B), however, the most efficient openers all had a logP 
around 6 (Figure 13B).  
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If the most important function of halogens was to alter the lipophilicity of the 
compounds, then they should be able to be replaced with lipophilic side chains. In 
our continued search for compounds with increased efficacy as openers, we replaced 
the halogens at the C-ring with different side chains, mainly small hydrocarbons 
(Table S1 in Paper III). When the bromine at C12 of Wu32 was replaced with a vinyl 
(Wu119) the efficacy was preserved, and when replaced with a cyclopropyl (Wu122), 
the efficacy was even increased (Table S1 in Paper III). Interestingly, the logP values 
for these three derivatives are nearly identical further elucidating the importance of 
the lipophilicity. These hydrocarbon-derivatives suggested that the effect of 
halogenation most probably is not due to new bindings but rather is important for 
the incorporation of the compound to a lipophilic environment (Paper III).  
 

 

We identified and synthesized 125 resin acids and resin-acid derivatives of which 
several had high efficacy as Shaker Kv channel opener (Paper I, II, and III). One of 
the aims of the research leading to this thesis was to find the binding site for these 
compounds on the Shaker Kv channel to further understand, and refine them as 
openers. To find the binding site, we used structural modifications, partly of the 
channel, and partly of the compounds. Also, we investigated the mechanism of 
action. If we could understand how these compounds modify the channel, we would 
also get information about where the modification takes place.  
 

 

To open an ion channel by the lipoelectric mechanism, the compound has to be 
negatively charged (Börjesson et al. 2008, Börjesson et al. 2010, Börjesson and 

Figure 13. Acidity (A) and lipophilicity (B) vs mean induced G(V)-shift (100 μM at pH 7.4 on the Shaker 3R 
channel)  for  halogenated DHAA- and PoCA derivatives with a C7-side chain (100 µM at pH 7.4). White circle 
denote DHAA and grey circle PoCA. Black lines denote linear regression, grey shadowed area denote the 95% 
confidence interval. 
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Elinder 2011). As for PUFAs, the opening efficacy for resin acids and their derivatives 
was potentiated at basic compared with neutral pH (Figure 7 in Paper I, Figure 1 and 
5 in Paper II). By replacing the carboxyl group with a permanently negatively 
charged group (Wu164), the efficacy at pH 7.4 became comparable to DHAA at pH 9 
(Figure S5 in Paper III). The importance of the charge was further confirmed by a 
positively charged DHAA-derivative. The carboxyl group was replaced by an amine 
(Wu165, Figure 4 and Table S1 in Paper III), making the compound positively 
charged at acidic pH. This compound shifted the G(V) in positive direction along the 
voltage axis. The effects of Wu164 and Wu165 thus support an electrostatic 
interaction between the compound and the channel; the charge cannot only play an 
isolated role for the binding.   
 

 
During activation, ion channels undergo multiple activation steps prior to channel 
opening (Armstrong 1981, Zagotta et al. 1994, Delemotte et al. 2011, Henrion et al. 
2012). To better understand if the resin acids and their derivatives act on a specific 
transition, we tested Wu32 on the Shaker ILT-mutant (discussed in the Introduction, 
section 1.4.3). In this channel, the early, major charge carrying, steps are separated 
from the last, channel-opening, step (Smith-Maxwell et al. 1998). We found that 
while the gating currents (reflecting the early steps) were not affected by Wu32, the 
G(V) (reflecting the last step) was shifted by more than –60 mV along the voltage 
axis (Figure 1 in Paper III). This suggests that Wu32 acts on the channel-opening 
step (Figure 1 in Paper III)). The shift by DHAA was potentiated on the Shaker ILT-
mutant (Figure S1 in Paper III), suggesting also that DHAA acts on the opening step.  
 

 
If a negatively charged compound is introduced close to the voltage sensor and 
electrostatically modifies the movement of the voltage sensor through the 
membrane, the kinetics are expected to be slightly modified; the compounds should 
speed up the opening, and slow down the closing. Both DHA and DHAA had these 
small effects on the kinetics (Figure 2, S1, and S2 in Paper III). However, we found 
that several derivatives, like Wu32 and Wu122, slowed down the closing kinetics 
remarkably more than expected from a purely electrostatic interaction (Figure 1, S1, 
S4, and S6 in Paper III). This was found for several investigated channels, including 
the Shaker WT, 3R and R362Q channels. In addition, the closing kinetics of the 
Shaker ILT channel was slowed down by Wu32, (but not DHAA), indicating that it is 
the first transition during closing that is prevented by the derivatives (Paper III).  
 
We investigated the slowing of the closing kinetics for the derivatives inducing a G(V) 
shift larger than −20 mV (Figure 2 in Paper III). There were no obvious correlations 
between side chains or halogenation and the closing kinetics. However, efficient 
openers with a methyloxime at C7, all seemed to have a large effect on the closing 
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kinetics. As for the induced shifts, there seemed to be a certain degree of lipophilicity 
connected to a large effect on deactivation kinetics (Figure S7 in Paper III). Most 
probably, this correlation occurs since compounds enough lipophilic also interacts 
better with channel/gets more easily incorporated into the membrane. In fact, also 
the positively charged Wu32-analogue slowed down the closing kinetics (and 
opening, as expected by the opposite electrostatic interaction). We do not know the 
mechanism of action for this modification of kinetics, but most probably the 
compounds sterically prevent the downwards movement of the voltage sensor. 
 

 
The G(V)-shifting effect and the slowing of the closing kinetics suggested an 
interaction site close to the VSD, probably between the S3 and S4 helices (Paper III). 
To test the involvement of S3, we mutated the extracellular half (residue 318-329) to 
cysteines. All mutated residues (except Y323, T326, and T329), are hydrophobic in 
the Shaker WT channel. For five of the residues (318, 320, 322, 324, and 326), a 
cysteine increased the Wu32-induced G(V) shift. These five residues were clustered 
on two sides of the helix, three of them (I318C, P322C, and T326C) pointed towards 
our predicted binding site.  
 

 
The modifications of the compound and channel suggested that there might be a 
binding site for the resin acids and derivatives in the cleft formed by the S3- and S4 
helices and the lipid bilayer (referred to as the 
S3/S4 cleft) (Paper III). Wu122 was selected for 
molecular docking (performed by Samira Yazdi 
and Erik Lindahl at Stockholm University, 
Sweden) on the Shaker WT channel. The 
compound was docked on several positions 
along the S3/S4 cleft and the docked positions 
were evaluated by molecular dynamics. A 
binding site in the top of this cleft was found, 
with the negative charge of Wu122 pointing 
towards the top of the cleft (Figure 14, and 
Figure 3 and S4 in Paper III). The side chain at 
C7 (methyloxime) pointed into the hydrophobic 
core between S3 and S4, and the cyclopropyl at 
C12 pointed towards the lipid membrane 
(Figure 14).  
 
A number of molecular interactions between Wu122 and the ion channel were 
identified. The negative cluster in the S3-S4 loop (333-336) of the Shaker Kv channel 
formed salt bridges with the carboxyl group of Wu122, mediated by sodium ions in 

Figure 14. A VSD (yellow) with Wu122 
(white) in the binding site suggested from 
the molecular dynamics. The grey cloud 
illustrates the lipid membrane. 
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the system (Paper III). Also, hydrogen bonds between the carboxyl group of Wu122, 
and S351, Q354 (S3-S4 loop), and S357 (top of S4) were found. In addition, a 
hydrogen bond between the nitrogen in the methyloxime and T329 (top of S3) was 
identified.  
 
Can Wu122 have this binding site in common with the other resin acids and their 
derivatives? For example, this position explains the PoCA’s non-efficacy as opener 
(PoCA probably does not bind to the channel since the hydroxyl group would point 
into the membrane), the importance of a certain lipophilicity (one side of the 
molecule faces the lipid membrane), and why a hydrogen-bond acceptor in the side 
chain (like an oxime group) increases the efficacy (hydrogen bond with T329). A 
common binding site with well-defined contacts with the S3/S4 cleft are also 
supported by large differences in G(V) shifting effect by compounds where the only 
difference is in chirality either at C7 with nitro as side chain (Wu101 vs Wu102) or at 
the carbon where the carboxyl group is bound (DHAA vs Wu170). Most probably, 
also the other resin acids and derivatives bind to this site on the Shaker Kv channel.  
 

 
If the resin acids and their derivatives acted by the lipoelectric mechanism from the 
suggested binding site, an alteration of the charge distribution of the extracellular 
end of S4 should affect the G(V) shifting effects by resin acid in a systematic way.  
To explore this, we altered the charge profile of the top of S4 by introducing 
arginines, one at a time, at position 356-362 on the R362Q-background (as we did in 
the characterization of DHA, see 4.1.1) and compared the G(V) shifting effects by 
DHAA- and Wu32 on these single-charge mutants with R362Q. Intriguingly, both 
DHAA- and Wu32 induced a relatively large G(V) shift on the R362Q channel (−4.8 

mV and −28.9 mV for DHAA and Wu32 respectively), that maybe can be explained 

by a sterically modification of the binding pocket when 362 was mutated to 
glutamine.   
 
Compared with R362Q, an arginine at 359 or 360 increased the G(V)-shifting effect 
of Wu32, an arginine at 356 or 358 did not change the effect, and an arginine at 357, 
361, or 362 decreased the effect (Figure 4 in Paper III). These results can be 
explained by electrostatic interactions between the introduced arginines and the 
compound if the compound is positioned at the suggested binding site between S3 
and S4: a charge at 359 or 360 promotes opening and rotate S4 clockwise to open the 
channel; contrary, a charge at 357, 361, or 362 rotates S4 counter-clockwise to 
promote closure of the channel (Paper III). For all investigated channels, there was a 
strong correlation between the DHAA- and Wu32-induced G(V) shifts, but Wu32 was 
six times more efficient (Figure 4G in Paper III), suggesting the lipoelectric 
mechanism as a common mechanism of action and that the suggested binding site is 
a common binding site for resin acids and their derivatives.  
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Thus, we have identified a binding site for the resin acids and their derivatives in the 
S3/S4 cleft, a principally new binding site for small-molecule compounds. Our data 
strongly suggest that these compounds electrostatically facilitate the last rotational 
movement of S4 prior to channel opening, consequently, they act by what we have 
called the lipoelectric mechanism. In addition, several of the most efficient openers 
also slow down closing kinetics. With these properties, the resin acids and their 
derivatives can potentially be developed into excitability-reducing compounds.  
 

 

The fourth aim of the research leading to this thesis was to study if these compounds 
had an effect on neuronal electrical excitability. By making recordings on the Shaker 
Kv channel expressed in oocytes from the Xenopus laevis, we get information about 
the binding site and mechanism of action. To explore if the effects found on the 
channels expressed in Xenopus oocytes also applies to channels expressed in 
mammalian cells, we did also express the Shaker 3R channel in CHO-K1 cell line and 
tested six structurally different compounds at a concentration of 10 μM (Figure S3 in 

Paper II, performed by Andreas Nolting). We found a linear relation between the 
shifts in the two cell systems.  
 
The same six compounds were also tested on native dorsal root ganglion (DRG) from 
mice (performed by Urban Karlsson). All six compounds caused a hyperpolarization 
of the resting membrane potential (in the range from −1 to −8 mV), most probably 
due to opening of one or several types of K channels. Despite a correlation between 
shifts induced on the Shaker 3R channel and hyperpolarization of DRG membrane 
potential, it was clear that a side chain at C7 did not have the same importance for 
the effect (Figure 6 in Paper II). Wu32 hyperpolarized the membrane potential by 
about −4 mV, to be compared with about −8 mV by Wu50 (12,13,14-triCl DHAA), the 
most effective compound on the DRG recordings.  
 
To test if the compounds also reduced the neuronal excitability, we stimulated action 
potential firing in the DRG neurons by a constant current pulse. Wu35 had the least 
effect on membrane potential, and did not dampen excitability. In contrast, Wu50 
completely abolished all action potentials and the effect was clearly reversible (Paper 
II). Thus, these resin acid derivatives are also able to reduce excitability in neurons. 
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In the research leading to this thesis, I have studied compounds modifying the 
Shaker Kv channel by the lipoelectric mechanism, first described for PUFAs by our 
group (Börjesson et al. 2008, Xu et al. 2008, Börjesson et al. 2010, Börjesson and 
Elinder 2011). PUFAs have been reported to reduce both neuronal and cardiac 
excitability (reviewed in Elinder and Liin 2017). The site of action for PUFAs on 
VGIC (Börjesson and Elinder 2011, Yazdi et al. 2016) is in the cleft between S3 and 
S4 and contains a well-conserved region (S4) among VGIC. This suggests that PUFA 
can modify a diversity of ion channels by the lipoelectric mechanism. This brings the 
challenge of selectivity if PUFAs are to be developed to pharmaceutical drugs. 
However, the well-conserved interaction site can also be a large advantage since 
several ion channels can possibly be targeted. For example, Liin and coworkers have 
recently described the opening effects of PUFAs and PUFA-analogues on the Kv7.1 
channel co-expressed with the β-subunit KCNE1, central for the cardiac 
repolarization (Liin et al. 2015). PUFAs and PUFA-analogues also act on the 
structurally related Kv7.2/3- channel (Liin et al. 2016), important for setting the 
resting membrane potential in hippocampal and DRG neurons (Jentsch 2000). The 
beneficial effects of PUFAs and PUFA derivatives on the Kv7 channels further 
elucidated the potency of the lipoelectric mechanism, and motivated the search for 
ion-channel selective lipoelectric small-molecule compounds. 
  

 

My focus have been to find, characterize, and refine small-molecule compounds 
acting by the lipoelectric mechanism. We aimed to construct a Shaker Kv channel 
with increased G(V) shifting effects by DHA since such a channel would give us a 
robust tool in the search for and characterization of small-molecule compounds. We 
created the Shaker 3R channel (M356R/A359R/R362R) which has a modified charge 
profile in the top of S4, and our results supported an electrostatic interaction 
between the compound (DHA or DHA-analogue) and the ion channel, and that the 
effect was on the last movement of the voltage sensor (Paper I). We used the Shaker 
3R channel in the search for other compounds acting by the lipoelectric mechanism. 
 
We identified the resin acids as Shaker Kv channel openers; they have a lipophilic 
part formed by a three-ring structure, and a hydrophilic part formed by a carboxyl 
group in one end of the molecule (Paper I-III). In total, we tested five naturally 
occurring resin acids and synthesized 120 resin-acid derivatives and found a clear 
structure-activity relationships. The charge of the A-ring determines the direction of 
the G(V) shift. A medium-sized side chain (for example a metyloxime) attached to 
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the B-ring, in combination with a medium-sized halogen (Cl or Br), or a short 
hydrocarbon chain, attached to the C-ring generally increase the derivatives’s efficacy 

to open the channel. The lipophilicity of the compound appears to be crucial, whilst 
the (theoretically calculated) pKa value has a less predictive power. 
 
There are similarities as well as differences between the PUFAs and the resin acids. 
Both act electrostatically on the last, channel opening, movement of the voltage 
sensor. Several resin-acid derivatives, but not the PUFAs, slow down the closing 
kinetics a whole lot more than expected from an electrostatic interaction. We do not 
fully understand the mechanism for this allosteric slowing of closing kinetics (Paper 
III). By modifying the molecular structure of both the channel and the compounds, 
combined with molecular dynamic simulations, we have found the binding site for 
the resin acids and derivatives on the Shaker Kv channel to a pocket formed by the 
S3/S4 cleft and the lipid membrane, partly overlapping the binding site for DHA 
(Yazdi et al. 2016). However, there are subtle differences in the effects on the array of 
S4 mutations, suggesting that the resin acids bind deep in the S3/S4 cleft while 
PUFAs possibly bind more superficially. 
 

 
Given the similarity in effects and binding site between the resin acids and their 
derivatives, and the PUFAs, it is possible that other ion channels are also affected by 
resin acids and their derivatives, similar to the PUFAs which seem to affect almost all 
channel types (Elinder & Liin, 2017). Then, as for PUFAs, the selectivity for ion 
channels can both become a challenge and an advantage in the development of resin 
acids and their derivatives to pharmaceutical drugs. Small modifications of the 
molecular structure (such as alterations in chirality) can have a large impact on the 
G(V) shifting propensity, indicating that it might be possible to design compounds 
with selectivity for specific ion channels. Some resin acids and their derivatives also 
target the calcium- and voltage-sensitive BK channel (Imaizumi 2002, Ohwada et al. 
2003, Tashima et al. 2006, Cui et al. 2008a, Cui et al. 2008b, Cui et al. 2010, 
Gessner et al. 2012, Ido et al. 2013, Cui et al. 2016). Some, ion-channel selectivity is 
supported by the finding that Wu40, one of the most potent BK-channel opener 
(Ohwada et al. 2003), only act as an average Shaker Kv channel opener (Paper II). The 
binding site for Wu40 on the BK channel has been suggested to be the intracellular 
S6-RCK1 (calcium-binding region)-linker (Gessner et al. 2012), not present in the 
Shaker Kv channel. However, in a recent publication, uncertainty regarding the resin-
acid derivative binding site on the BK channel was emphasized (Cui et al. 2016). This 
ion-channel selectivity needs to be further investigated.  
 
We envision that resin acids and their derivatives can become the first members of a 
new family of drugs against diseases caused by electrical hyperexcitability. 
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